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ABSTRACT
We consider the Entity Resolution (ER) problem (also known
as deduplication, or merge-purge), in which records deter-
mined to represent the same real-world entity are succes-
sively located and merged. Our approach to the ER problem
is generic, in the sense that the functions for comparing and
merging records are viewed as black-boxes. In this context,
managing numerical confidences along with the data makes
the ER problem more challenging to define (e.g., how should
confidences of merged records be combined?), and more ex-
pensive to compute. In this paper, we propose a sound and
flexible model for the ER problem with confidences, and
propose efficient algorithms to solve it. We validate our
algorithms through experiments that show significant per-
formance improvements over naive schemes.

1. INTRODUCTION
When data from different sources is cleansed and inte-

grated, often multiple input records refer to the same real-
world entity, e.g., to the same customer, the same product
or the same organization. Entity resolution (ER) identifies
the records that refer (or are likely to refer) to the same
entity, and merges these records. A merged record becomes
a “composite” of the source records. In general, a merged
record needs to be compared and possibly merged with other
records, since the composition of information may now make
it possible to identify new relationships. For instance, say
record r1 gives the name and driver’s license of a person,
while record r2 gives an address and the same driver’s license
number. Say we merge r1 and r2 based on the matching
driver’s license. Now we have both a name and an address
for this person, and this combined information may make
it possible to connect this merged record with say r3, con-
taining a similar name and address. Note that neither r1

nor r2 may match with r3, because they do not contain the
combined information that the merged record has. Entity
resolution is also known as deduplication and record linkage.

Often, numerical confidences (or data quality) play a role
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in entity resolution. For instance, the input records may
come from unreliable sources, and have confidences or qual-
ity associated with them. The comparisons between records
may also yield confidences that represent how likely it is that
the records refer to the same real-world entity. Similarly, the
merge process may introduce additional uncertainties, as it
may not be certain how to combine the information from
different records. In each application domain, the interpre-
tation of the quality or confidence numbers may be different.
For instance, a confidence number may represent a “belief”
that a record faithfully reflects data from a real-world entity,
or it may represent how “accurate” a record is.

Even though ER is a central problem in information inte-
gration, and even though confidences are often an integral
part of resolution, relatively little is known about how to
efficiently deal with confidences. Specifically, confidences
may make the ER process computationally more expensive,
as compared to a scenario where confidences are not taken
into account. For instance, without confidences, the order
in which records are merged may be unimportant, and this
property can be used to find efficient ER strategies. How-
ever, confidences may make order critical. For instance, say
we merge r1 to r2 and then to r3, giving us a record r123.
Because r1 and r2 are “very similar”, we may have a high
confidence in the intermediate result, which then gives us
high confidence in r123. However, say we merge r1 to r3 and
then to r2, giving us record r132. In this case, r1 and r3

may not be “that similar”, leading t a lower confidence r132.
Records r123 and r132 may even have the same attributes,
but may have different confidences because they were de-
rived differently. Thus, ER must consider many more po-
tential derivations of composite records.

Our goal in this paper is to explore ways to reduce the
high computational costs of ER with confidences. We wish
to achieve this goal without making too many assumptions
about the confidence model and how confidences are com-
puted when record are merged. Thus, we will use a generic
black-box model for the functions that compare records, that
merge records, and that compute new confidences. We will
then postulate properties that these functions may have: if
the properties hold, then efficient ER with confidences will
be possible. If they do not hold, then one must run a more-
general version of ER (as we will detail here). Since we
use generic match and merge functions, the algorithms we
present can be used in many domains. All that is required
is to check what properties the match and merge functions
have, and then to select the appropriate algorithm.

The contributions of this paper are the following:



• We define a generic framework for managing confidences
during entity resolution (Sections 2 and 3).

• We present Koosh, an algorithm for resolution when con-
fidences are involved (Section 4).

• We present three improvements over Koosh that can sig-
nificantly reduce the amount of work during resolution:
domination, packages and thresholds. We identify prop-
erties that must hold in order for these improvements to
be achievable (Sections 5, 6, and 7).

• We evaluate the algorithms and quantify the potential
performance gains (Section 8).

2. MODEL
Each record r consists of a confidence r.C and a set of

attributes r.A. For illustration purposes, we can think of
each attribute as a label-value pair, although this view is
not essential for our work. For example, the following record
may represent a person:

0.7 [ name: “Fred”, age: {45, 50}, zip: 94305 ]
In our example, we write r.C (0.7 in this example) in front

of the attributes. (A record’s confidences could simply be
considered as one of its attributes, but here we treat confi-
dences separately to make it easier to refer to them.) Note
that the value for an attribute may be a set. In our example,
the age attribute has two values, 45 and 50. Multiple values
may be present in input records, or arise during integration:
a record may report an age of 45 while another one reports
50. Some merge functions may combine the ages into a sin-
gle number (say, the average), while others may decide to
keep both possibilities, as shown in this example.

Note that we are using a single number to represent the
confidence of a record. We believe that single numbers (in
the range 0 to 1) are the most common way to represent
confidences in the ER process, but more general confidence
models are possible. For example, a confidence could be
a vector, stating the confidences in individual attributes.
Similarly, the confidence could include lineage information
explaining how the confidence was derived. However, these
richer models make it harder for application programmers
to develop merge functions (see below), so in practice, the
applications we have seen all use a single number.

Generic ER relies on two black-box functions, the match
and the merge function, which we will assume here work on
two records at a time:

• A match function M(r, s) returns true if records r and s
represent the same entity. When M(r, s) = true we say
that r and s match, denoted r ≈ s.

• A merge function creates a composite record from two
matching records. We represent the merge of record r
and s by 〈r, s〉.

Note that the match and merge functions can use global
information to make their decisions. For instance, in an
initialization phase we can compute say the distribution of
terms used in product descriptions, so that when we com-
pare records we can take into account these term frequencies.
Similarly, we can run a clustering algorithm to identify sets
of input records that are “similar.” Then the match func-
tion can consult these results to decide if records match. As
new records are generated, the global statistics need to be
updated (by the merge function): these updates can be done
incrementally or in batch mode, if accuracy is not essential.

The pairwise approach to match and merge is often used
in practice because it is easier to write the functions. (For
example, ER products from IBM, Fair Isaac, Oracle, and
others use pairwise functions.) For instance, it is extremely
rare to see functions that merge more than two records at a
time. To illustrate, say we want to merge 4 records contain-
ing different spellings of the name “Schwartz.” In principle,
one could consider all 4 names and come up with some good
“centroid” name, but in practice it is more common to use
simpler strategies. For example, we can just accumulate all
spellings as we merge records, or we can map each spelling to
the closest name in a dictionary of canonical names. Either
approach can easily be implemented in a pairwise fashion.

Of course, in some applications pairwise match functions
may not be the best approach. For example, one may want
to use a set-based match function that considers a set of
records and identifies the pair that should be matched next,
i.e., M(S) returns records r, s ∈ S that are the best can-
didates for merging. Although we do not cover it here, we
believe that the concepts we present here (e.g., thresholds,
domination) can also be applied when set-based match func-
tions are used, and that our algorithms can be modified to
use set-based functions.

Pairwise match and merge are generally not arbitrary
functions, but have some properties, which we can leverage
to enable efficient entity resolution. We assume that the
match and merge functions satisfy the following properties:

• Commutativity: ∀r, s, r ≈ s ⇔ s ≈ r and if r ≈ s then
〈r, s〉 = 〈s, r〉.
• Idempotence: ∀r, r ≈ r and 〈r, r〉 = r.

We expect these properties to hold in almost all applica-
tions (unless the functions are not property implemented).
In one ER application we studied, for example, the imple-
mented match function was not idempotent: a record would
not match itself if the fields used for comparison were miss-
ing. However, it was trivial to add a comparison for record
equality to the match function to achieve idempotence. (The
advantage of using an idempotent function will become ap-
parent when we see the efficient options for ER.)

Some readers may wonder if merging two identical records
should really give the same record. For example, say the rec-
ords represent two observations of some phenomena. Then
perhaps the merge record should have a higher confidence
because there are two observations? The confidence would
only be higher if the two records represent independent ob-
servations, not if they are identical. We assume that in-
dependent observations would differ in some way, e.g., in
an attribute recording the time of observation. Thus, two
identical records should really merge into the same record.

3. GENERIC ENTITY RESOLUTION
Given the match and merge functions, we can now ask

what is the correct result of an entity resolution algorithm.
It is clear that if two records match, they should be merged
together. If the merged record matches another record, then
those two should be merged together as well. But what
should happen to the original matching records? Consider:
r1 = 0.8[name : Alice, areacode : 202]
r2 = 0.7[name : Alice, phone : 555-1212].

The merge of the two records might be:
r12 = 0.56[name : Alice, areacode : 202, phone : 555-1212]

In this case, the merged record has all of the information



in r1 and r2, but with a lower confidence. So dropping the
original two records would lose information. Therefore,
to be conservative, the result of an entity resolution algo-
rithm must contain the original records as well as records
derived through merges. Based on this intuition, we define
the correct result of entity resolution as follows.

Definition 3.1. Given a set of records R, the result of
Entity Resolution ER(R) is the smallest set S such that:

1. R ⊆ S,

2. For any records r1, r2 ∈ S, if r1 ≈ r2, then 〈r1, r2〉 ∈ S.

We say that S1 is smaller than S2 if S1 ⊆ S2. The termi-
nology “smallest” implies that there exists a unique result,
which is proven in the extended version of this paper [15].

Intuitively, ER(R) is the set of all records that can be
derived from the records in R, or from records derived from
them. A natural “brute-force” algorithm (BFA) for comput-
ing ER(R) involves comparing all pairs, merging those that
match, and repeating until no new records are found. This
algorithm is presented formally in the extended version of
this paper [15].

4. KOOSH
A brute-force algorithm like BFA is inefficient, essentially

because the results of match comparisons are forgotten after
every iteration. As an example, suppose R = r1, r2, r1 ≈ r2,
and 〈r1, r2〉 doesn’t match anything. In the first round, BFA
will compare r1 with r2, and merge them together, adding
〈r1, r2〉 to the set. In the second round, r1 will be compared
with r2 a second time, and then merged together again. This
comparison is redundant. In data sets with more records,
the number of redundant comparisons is even greater.

We give in Figure 1 the Koosh algorithm, which improves
upon BFA by removing these redundant comparisons. The
algorithm works by maintaining two sets. R is the set of
records that have not been compared yet, and R′ is a set of
records that have all been compared with each other. The
algorithm works by iteratively taking a record r out of R,
comparing it to every record in R′, and then adding it to
R′. For each record r′ that matched r, the record 〈r, r′〉 will
be added to R.

Using our simple example, we illustrate the fact that re-
dundant comparisons are eliminated. Initially, R = {r1, r2}
and R′ = ∅. In the first iteration, r1 is removed from R
and compared against everything in R′. There is nothing
in R′, so there are no matches, and r1 is added to R′. In
the second iteration, r2 is removed and compared with ev-
erything in R′, which consists of r1. Since r1 ≈ r2, the two
records are merged and 〈r1, r2〉 is added to R. Record r2 is
added to R′. In the third iteration, 〈r1, r2〉 is removed from
R and compared against r1 and r2 in R′. Neither matches,
so 〈r1, r2〉 is added to R′. This leaves R empty, and the
algorithm terminates. In the above example, r1 and r2 were
compared against each other only once, so the redundant
comparison that occurred in BFA has been eliminated.

The Koosh algorithm correctly computes ER(R). More-
over, it is efficient. No other algorithm that computes ER(R)
can perform fewer comparisons. These facts are proven in
the extended version of this paper.

Theorem 4.6. Koosh is optimal, in the sense that no
algorithm that computes ER(R) makes fewer comparisons.

1: input: a set R of records
2: output: a set R′ of records, R′ = ER(R)
3: R′ ← ∅
4: while R 6= ∅ do
5: r ← a record from R
6: remove r from R
7: for all r′ ∈ R′ do
8: if r ≈ r′ then
9: merged← 〈r, r′〉

10: if merged 6∈ R ∪R′ ∪ {r} then
11: add merged to R
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for
15: add r to R′

16: end while
17: return R′

Algorithm 1: The Koosh algorithm for ER(R)

5. DOMINATION
Even though Koosh is quite efficient, it is still very ex-

pensive, especially since the answer it must compute can
be very large. In this section and the next two, we explore
ways to tame this complexity, by exploiting additional prop-
erties of the match and merge functions (Section 6), or by
only computing a still-interesting subset of the answer (us-
ing thresholds, in Section 7, or the notion of domination,
which we introduce next).

To motivate the concept of domination, consider the fol-
lowing records r1 and r2, that match, and merge into r3:
r1 = 0.8[name : Alice, areacode : 202]
r2 = 0.7[name : Alice, phone : 555-1212].
r3 = 0.7[name : Alice, areacode : 202, phone : 555-1212].

The resulting r3 contains all of the attributes of r2, and its
confidence is the same. In this case it is natural to consider a
“dominated” record like r2 to be redundant and unnecessary.
Thus, a user may only want the ER answer to contain only
non-dominated records. These notions are formalized by the
following definitions.

Definition 5.1. We say that a record r dominates a rec-
ord s, denoted s ≤ r, if the following two conditions hold:

1. s.A ⊆ r.A
2. s.C ≤ r.C

Definition 5.2. Given a set of base records R, the non-
dominated entity-resolved set, NER(R) contains all records
in ER(R) that are non-dominated. That is, r ∈ NER(R)
if and only if r ∈ ER(R) and there does not exist any s ∈
ER(R), s 6= r, such that r ≤ s.

Note that just like ER(R), NER(R) may be infinite. In
the case that ER(R) is finite, one way to compute NER(R)
is to first compute ER(R) and then remove dominated rec-
ords. This strategy does not save much effort since we still
have to compute ER(R). A significant performance im-
provement is to discard a dominated record as soon as it
is found in the resolution process, on the premise that a
dominated record will never participate in the generation of
a non-dominated record. This premise is stated formally as
follows:



• Domination Property: If s ≤ r and s ≈ x then r ≈ x and
〈s, x〉 ≤ 〈r, x〉.

This domination property may or may not hold in a given
application. For instance, let us return to our r1, r2, r3 ex-
ample at the beginning of this section. Consider a fourth
record r4 = 0.9[name : Alice, areacode : 717, phone :
555-1212, age : 20]. A particular match function may decide
that r4 does not match r3 because the area codes are dif-
ferent, but r4 and r2 may match since this conflict does not
exist with r2. In this scenario, we cannot discard r2 when
we generate a record that dominates it (r3), since r2 can still
play a role in some matches.

However, in applications where having more information
in a record can never reduce its match chances, the domina-
tion property can hold and we can take advantage of it. If
the domination property holds then we can throw away dom-
inated records as we find them while computing NER(R).
We prove this fact in the extended version of this paper.

5.1 Algorithm Koosh-ND
Koosh can be modified to eliminate dominated records

early as follows. First, Koosh-ND begins by removing all
dominated records from the input set. Second, within the
body of the algorithm, whenever a new merged record m is
created (line 10), the algorithm checks whether m is domi-
nated by any record in R or R′. If so, then m is immediately
discarded, before it is used for any unnecessary comparisons.
Note that we do not check if m dominates any other records,
as this check would be expensive in the inner loop of the al-
gorithm. Finally, since we do not incrementally check if m
dominates other records, we add a step at the end to remove
all dominated records from the output set.

Koosh-ND relies on two complex operations: removing
all dominated records from a set and checking if a record is
dominated by a member of a set. These seem like expensive
operations that might outweigh the gains obtained by elim-
inating the comparisons of dominated records. However,
using an inverted list index that maps label-value pairs to
the records that contain them, we can make these operations
quite efficient.

The correctness of Koosh-ND is proven in the extended
version of this paper.

6. THE PACKAGES ALGORITHM
In Section 3, we illustrated why ER with confidences is

expensive, on the records r1 and r2 that merged into r3:

r1 = 0.8[name : Alice, areacode : 202],

r2 = 0.7[name : Alice, phone : 555-1212],

r3 = 0.56[name : Alice, areacode : 202, phone : 555-1212].

Recall that r2 cannot be discarded essentially because it
has a higher confidence than the resulting record r3. How-
ever, notice that other than the confidence, r3 contains more
label-value pairs, and hence, if it were not for its higher con-
fidence, r2 would not be necessary. This observation leads us
to consider a scenario where the records minus confidences
can be resolved efficiently, and then to add the confidence
computations in a second phase.

In particular, let us assume that our merge function is
“information preserving” in the following sense: When a
record r merges with other records, the information carried
by r’s attributes is not lost. We formalize this notion of

“information” by defining a relation “v”: r v s means that
the attributes of s carry more information than those of r.
We assume that this relation is transitive. Note that r v s
and s v r does not imply that r = s; it only implies that
r.A carries as much information as s.A.

The property that merges are information preserving is
formalized as follows:

• Property P1: If r ≈ s then r v 〈r, s〉 and s v 〈r, s〉.
• Property P2: If s v r, s ≈ x and r ≈ x, then 〈s, x〉 v
〈r, x〉

For example, a merge function that unions the attributes
of records would have properties P1 and P2. Such functions
are common in “intelligence gathering” applications, where
one wishes to collect all information known about entities,
even if contradictory. For instance, say two records report
different passport numbers or different ages for a person. If
the records merge (e.g., due to evidence in other attributes)
such applications typically gather all the facts, since the
person may be using fake passports reporting different ages.

Furthermore, we assume that adding information to a
record does not change the outcome of match. In addition,
we also assume that the match function does not consider
confidences, only the attributes of records. These character-
istics are formalized by:

• Property P3: If s v r and s ≈ x, then r ≈ x.

Having a match function that ignores confidences is not
very constraining: If two records are unlikely to match due
to low confidences, the merge function can still assign a low
confidence to the resulting record to indicate it is unlikely.
The second aspect of Property P3 rules out “negative evi-
dence”: adding information to a record cannot rule out a fu-
ture match. However, negative information can still be han-
dled by decreasing the confidence of the resulting record.

The algorithm of Figure 2 exploits these properties to per-
form ER more efficiently. It proceeds in two phases: a first
phase bypasses confidences and groups records into disjoint
packages. Because of the properties, this first phase can be
done efficiently, and records that fall into different packages
are known not to match. The second phase runs ER with
confidences on each package separately. We next explain
and justify each of these two phases.

6.1 Phase 1
In Phase 1, we may use any generic ER algorithm, such as

those in [2] to resolve the base records, but with some addi-
tional bookkeeping. For example, when two base records r1

and r2 merge into r3, we combine all three records together
into a package p3. The package p3 contains two things: (i) a
root r(p3) which in this case is r3, and (ii) the base records
b(p3) = {r1, r2}.

Actually, base records can also be viewed as packages.
For example, record r2 can be treated as package p2 with
r(p2) = r2, b(p2) = {r2}. Thus, the algorithm starts with
a set of packages, and we generalize our match and merge
functions to operate on packages.

For instance, suppose we want to compare p3 with a pack-
age p4 containing only base record r4. That is, r(p4) =
r4 and b(p4) = {r4}. To compare the packages, we only
compare their roots: That is, M(p3, p4) is equivalent to
M(r(p3), r(p4)), or in this example equivalent to M(r3, r4).
(We use the same symbol M for record and package match-
ing.) Say these records do match, so we generate a new



1: input: a set R of records
2: output: a set R′ of records, R′ = ER(R)
3: Define for Packages:
4: match: p ≈ p′ iff r(p) ≈ r(p′)
5: merge: 〈p, p′〉 = p′′ :

with root: r(p′′) = 〈r(p), r(p′)〉
and base: b(p′′) = b(p) ∪ b(p′)

6: Phase 1:
7: P ← ∅
8: for all records rec in R do
9: create package p:

with root: r(p) = rec
and base: b(p) = {rec}

10: add p to P
11: end for
12: compute P ′ = ER(P ) (e.g., using Koosh) with the

following modification: Whenever packages p, p′ are
merged into p′′, delete p and p′ immediately, then pro-
ceed.
Phase 2:

13: R′ ← ∅
14: for all packages p ∈ P ′ do
15: compute Q = ER(b(p)) (e.g. using Koosh)
16: add all records in Q to R′

17: end for
18: return R′

Algorithm 2: The Packages algorithm

package p5 with r(p5) = 〈r3, r4〉 and b(p5) = b(p3) ∪ b(p4)
= {r1, r2, r4}.

The package p5 represents not only the records in b(p5),
but also any records that can be derived from them. That
is, p5 represents all records in ER(b(p5)). For example, p5

implicitly represents the record 〈r1, r4〉, which may have
a higher confidence that the root of p5. Let us refer to
the complete set of records represented by p5 as c(p5), i.e.,
c(p5) = ER(b(p5)). Note that the package does not contain
c(p5) explicitly, the set is just implied by the package.

The key property of a package p is that the attributes of
its root r(p) carry more information (or the same) than the
attributes of any record in c(p), that is for any s ∈ c(p),
s v r(p). This property implies that any record u that does
not match r(p), cannot match any record in c(p).

Theorem 6.3. For any package p, if a record u does not
match the root r(p), then u does not match any record in
c(p).

This fact in turn saves us a lot of work! In our example,
once we wrap up base records r1, r2 and r4 into p5, we do not
have to involve them in any more comparisons. We only use
r(p5) for comparing against other packages. If p5 matches
some other package p8 (i.e., the roots match), we merge the
packages. Otherwise, p5 and p8 remain separate since they
have nothing in common. That is, nothing in c(p5) matches
anything in c(p8).

6.2 Phase 2
At the end of Phase 1, we have resolved all the base

records into a set of independent packages. In Phase 2
we resolve the records in each package, now taking into ac-
count confidences. That is, for each package p we compute
ER(b(p)), using an algorithm like Koosh. Since none of the
records from other packages can match a record in c(p), the

ER(b(p)) computation is completely independent from the
other computations. Thus, we save a very large number of
comparisons in this phase where we must consider the dif-
ferent order in which records can merge to compute their
confidences. The more packages that result from Phase 1,
the finer we have partitioned the problem, and the more
efficient Phase 2 will be.

6.3 Packages-ND
As with Koosh, there is a variant of Packages that handles

domination. To remove dominated records from the final
result, we simply use Koosh-ND in Phase 2 of the Packages
algorithm. Note that it is not necessary to explicitly remove
dominated packages in Phase 1. To see this, say at some
point in Phase 1 we have two packages, p1 and p2 such that
r(p1) ≤ r(p2), and hence r(p1) v r(p2). Then p1 will match
p2 (by Property P3 and idempotence), and both packages
will be merged into a single one, containing the base records
of both.

7. THRESHOLDS
Another opportunity to reduce the resolution workload

lies within the confidences themselves. Some applications
may not need to know every record that could possibly be
derived from the input set. Instead, they may only care
about the derived records that are above a certain confidence
threshold.

Definition 7.1. Given a threshold value T and a set of
base records R, we define the above-threshold entity-resolved
set, TER(R) that contains all records in ER(R) with con-
fidences above T . That is, r ∈ TER(R) if and only if
r ∈ ER(R) and r.C ≥ T .

As we did with domination, we would like to remove
below-threshold records, not after completing the resolution
process (as suggested by the definition), but as soon as they
appear. However, we will only be able to remove below-
threshold records if they cannot be used to derive above-
threshold records. Whether we can do that depends on the
semantics of confidences.

As we mentioned earlier, models for the interpretation of
confidences vary. Under some interpretations, two records
with overlapping information might be considered as inde-
pendent evidence of a fact, and the merged record will have
a higher confidence than either of the two base records.

Other interpretations might see two records, each with
their own uncertainty, and a match and merge process which
is also uncertain, and conclude that the result of a merge
must have lower confidence than either of the base records.
For example, one interpretation of r.C could be that it is
the probability that r correctly describes a real-world entity.
Using the “possible worlds” metaphor [13], if there are N
equally-likely possible worlds, then an entity containing at
least the attributes of r will exist in r.C × N worlds. With
this interpretation, if r1 correctly describes an entity with
probability 0.7, and r2 describes an entity with probability
0.5, then 〈r1, r2〉 cannot be true in more worlds than r2, so
its confidence would have to be less than or equal to 0.5.

To be more formal, some interpretations, such as the ex-
ample above, will have the following property.

• Threshold Property: If r ≈ s then 〈r, s〉.C ≤ r.C and
〈r, s〉.C ≤ s.C.



Given the threshold property, we can compute TER(R)
more efficiently. In the extended version of this paper, we
prove that if the threshold property holds, then all results
can be obtained from above-threshold records.

7.1 Algorithms Koosh-T and Koosh-TND
As with removing dominated records, Koosh can be easily

modified to drop below-threshold records. First, we add an
initial scan to remove all base records that are already below
threshold. Then, we simply add the following conjunct to
the condition of Line 10 of the algorithm:

merged.C ≥ T

Thus, merged records are dropped if they are below the
confidence threshold.

Theorem 7.2. When TER(R) is finite, Koosh-T termi-
nates and computes TER(R).

By performing the same modification as above on Koosh-
ND, we obtain the algorithm Koosh-TND, which computes
the set NER(R) ∩ TER(R) of records in ER(R) that are
neither dominated nor below threshold.

7.2 Packages-T and Packages-TND
If the threshold property holds, Koosh-T or Koosh-TND

can be used for Phase 2 of the Packages algorithm, to ob-
tain algorithm Packages-T or Packages-TND. In that case,
below-threshold and/or dominated records are dropped as
each package is expanded.

8. EXPERIMENTS
To summarize, we have discussed three main algorithms:

BFA, Koosh, and Packages. For each of those basic three,
there are three variants, adding in thresholds (T), non-dom-
ination (ND), or both (TND). In this section, we will com-
pare the three algorithms against each other using both
thresholds and non-domination. We will also investigate
how performance is affected by varying threshold values,
and, independently, by removing dominated records.

To test our algorithms, we ran them on synthetic data.
Synthetic data gives us the flexibility to carefully control the
distribution of confidences, the probability that two records
match, as well as other important parameters. Our goal in
generating the data was to emulate a realistic scenario where
n records describe various aspects of m real-world entities
(n > m). If two of our records refer to the same entity, we
expect them to match with much higher probability than if
they referred to different entities.

To emulate this scenario, we assume that the real-world
entities can be represented as points on a number line. Rec-
ords about a particular entity with value x contain an at-
tribute A with a value “close” to x. (The value is normally
distributed with mean x, see below.) Thus, the match func-
tion can simply compare the A attribute of records: if the
values are close, the records match. Records are also as-
signed a confidence, as discussed below.

For our experiments we use an “intelligence gathering”
merge function as discussed in Section 6, which unions at-
tributes. Thus, as a record merges with others, it accumu-
lates A values and increases its chances of matching other
records related to the particular real-world entity.

To be more specific, our synthetic data was generated
using the following parameters (and their default values):
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Figure 1: Thresholds vs. Matches

• n, the number of records to generate (default: 1000)

• m, the number of entities to simulate (default: 100)

• margin, the separation between entities (default: 75)

• σ, the standard deviation of the normal curve around
each entity. (default: 10)

• µc, the mean of the confidence values (default: 0.8)

To generate one record r, we proceed as follows: First,
pick a uniformly distributed random integer i in the range
[0, m−1]. This integer represents the value for the real-word
entity that r will represent. For the A value of r, generate
a random floating point value v from a normal distribution
with standard deviation σ and a mean of margin ·i. To gen-
erate r’s confidence, compute a uniformly distributed value
c in the range [µc−0.1, µc +0.1] (with µc ∈ [0.1, 0.9] so that
c stays in [0, 1]). Now create a record r with r.C = c and
r.A = {A : v}. Repeat all of these steps n times to create n
synthetic records.

Our merge function takes in the two records r1 and r2,
and creates a new record rm, where rm.C = r1.C × r2.C and
rm.A = r1.A ∪ r2.A. The match function detects a match
if for the A attribute, there exists a value v1 in r1.A and
a value v2 in r2.A where |v1 − v2| < k, for a parameter k
chosen in advance (k = 25 except where otherwise noted).

Naturally, our first experiment compares the performance
of our three algorithms, BFA-TND, Koosh-TND and Pack-
ages-TND, against each other. We varied the threshold val-
ues to get a sense of how much faster the algorithms are
when a higher threshold causes more records to be discarded.
Each algorithm was run at the given threshold value three
times, and the resulting number of comparisons was aver-
aged over the three runs to get our final results.

Figure 1 shows the results of this first experiment. The
first three lines on the graph represent the performance of
our three algorithms. On the horizontal axis, we vary the
threshold value. The vertical axis (logarithmic) indicates
the number of calls to the match function, which we use as a
measure of the work performed by the algorithms. The first
thing we notice is that work performed by the algorithms
grows exponentially as the threshold is decreased. Thus,
clearly thresholds are a very powerful tool: one can get high-
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confidence results at a relatively modest cost, while comput-
ing the lower confidence records gets progressively more ex-
pensive! Also interestingly, the BFA-TND and Koosh-TND
lines are parallel to each other. This means that they are
consistently a constant factor apart. Roughly, BFA does 10
times the number of comparisons that Koosh does.

The Packages-TND algorithm is far more efficient than the
other two algorithms. Of course, Packages can only be used
if Properties P1, P2 and P3 hold, but when they do hold,
the savings can be dramatic. We believe that these savings
can be a strong incentive for the application expert to design
match and merge function that satisfy the properties.

We also compared our algorithms based on the number of
merges performed. In Figure 2, the vertical axis indicates
the number of merges that are performed by the algorithms.
We can see that Koosh-TND and the Packages-TND are still
a great improvement over BFA. BFA performs extra merges
because in each iteration of its main loop, it recompares all
records and merges any matches found. The extra merges
result in duplicate records which are eliminated when they
are added to the result set. Packages performs slightly more
merges than Koosh, since the second phase of the algorithm
does not use any of the merges that occurred in the first
phase. If we subtract the Phase 1 merges from Packages (not
shown in the figure), Koosh and Packages perform roughly
the same number of merges.

In our next experiment, we compare the performance of
our algorithms as we vary the probability that base records
match. We can control the match probability by changing
parameters k or σ, but we use the resulting match probabil-
ity as the horizontal axis to provide more intuition. In par-
ticular, to generate Figure 3, we vary parameter k from 5 to
55 in increments of 5 (keeping the threshold value constant
at 0.6). During each run, we measure the match probabil-
ity as the fraction of base record matches that are positive.
(The results are similar when we compute the match prob-
ability over all matches.) For each run, we then plot the
match probability versus the number of calls to the match
function, for our three algorithms.

As expected, the work increases with greater match prob-
ability, since more records are produced. Furthermore, we
note that the BFA and Koosh lines are roughly parallel, but
the Packages line stays level until a quick rise in the amount
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of work performed once the match probability reaches about
0.011. The Packages optimization takes advantage of the
fact that records can be separated into packages that do not
merge with one another.

In practice, we would expect to operate in the range of
Figure 3 where the match probability is low and Packages
outperforms Koosh. In our scenario with high match prob-
abilities, records that refer to different entities are being
merged, which means the match function is not doing its
job. One could also get high match probabilities if there
were very few entities, so that packages do not partition
the problem finely. But again, in practice one would expect
records to cover a large number of entities.

9. RELATED WORK
Originally introduced by Newcombe et al. [17] under the

name of record linkage, and formalized by Fellegi and Sun-
ter [9], the ER problem was studied under a variety of names,
such as Merge/Purge [12], deduplication [18], reference rec-
onciliation [8], object identification [21], and others. Most of
the work in this area (see [23, 11] for recent surveys) focuses
on the “matching” problem, i.e., on deciding which records
do represent the same entities and which ones do not. This
is generally done in two phases: Computing measures of
how similar atomic values are (e.g., using edit-distances [20],
TF-IDF [6], or adaptive techniques such as q-grams [4]),
then feeding these measures into a model (with parame-
ters), which makes matching decisions for records. Proposed
models include unsupervised clustering techniques [12, 5],
Bayesian networks [22], decision trees, SVM’s, conditional
random fields [19]. The parameters of these models are
learned either from a labeled training set (possibly with the
help of a user, through active learning [18]), or using unsu-
pervised techniques such as the EM algorithm [24].

All the techniques above manipulate and produce numer-
ical values, when comparing atomic values (e.g. TF-IDF
scores), as parameters of their internal model (e.g., thresh-
olds, regression parameters, attribute weights), or as their
output. But these numbers are often specific to the tech-
niques at hand, and do not have a clear interpretation in
terms of “confidence” in the records or the values. On the
other hand, representations of uncertain data exist, which
soundly model confidence in terms of probabilities (e.g., [1,



10]), or beliefs [14]. However these approaches focus on
computing the results and confidences of exact queries, ex-
tended with simple “fuzzy” operators for value comparisons
(e.g., see [7]), and are not capable of any advanced form
of entity resolution. We propose a flexible solution for ER
that accommodates any model for confidences, and proposes
efficient algorithms based on their properties.

Our generic approach departs from existing techniques in
that it interleaves merges with matches. The first phase of
the Packages algorithm is similar to the set-union algorithm
described in [16], but our use of a merge function allows the
selection of a true representative record. The presence of
“custom” merges is an important part of ER, and it makes
confidences non-trivial to compute. The need for iterating
matches and merges was identified by [3] and is also used
in [8], but their record merges are simple aggregations (sim-
ilar to our “information gathering” merge), and they do not
consider the propagation of confidences through merges.

10. CONCLUSION
In this paper we look at ER with confidences as a “generic

database” problem, where we are given black-boxes that
compare and merge records, and we focus on efficient algo-
rithms that reduce the number of calls to these boxes. The
key to reducing work is to exploit generic properties (like the
threshold property) than an application may have. If such
properties hold we can use the optimizations we have studied
(e.g., Koosh-T when the threshold property holds). Of the
three optimizations, thresholds is the most flexible one, as it
gives us a “knob” (the threshold) that one can control: For a
high threshold, we only get high-confidence records, but we
get them very efficiently. As we decrease the threshold, we
start adding lower-confidence results to our answer, but the
computational cost increases. The other two optimizations,
domination and packages, can also reduce the cost of ER
very substantially but do not provide such a control knob.
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